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The "PIONEER" Guarantee

Brings New Orders

We test everything for a number of years before we recommend it

GET THE BEST

Part of a Block of 58,960 four years old Apple trees all grafted on our hardy roots, besides being own rooted. Exposed on the Northwest. Seven rows at left (South) are "Wealthy". All good strong 5 - 7 ft. trees. Light upland soil. These trees will grow anywhere.

While some trees and plants fail because of poor soil, improper planting and care, drought or other causes over which we have no control, we have that much confidence in our stock that we will replace in our next delivery free of cost, anything that does not grow by Aug. 1st after planting.

Special care is taken that trees shall be True to Name. We want to maintain our reputation and will stand back of our stock.

Buyers of the Northwest want nothing but "Hardy" Stock which is grown, acclimated and suited to our severe conditions. With that end in view, we have made an exhaustive study on the subject for the last twenty years. We are not dealers but grow all our stock, specializing in such varieties that have withstood the tests.

Pioneer Nursery Co.

NEW ULM, MINN.
Our Hardy Grapes are Leaders for Northern Planting
Need No Winter Protection and Bear Annual Crops

This cut is from a photo taken from DAKOTA as grown on our grounds. The cut is slightly under actual size.

DAKOTA

The Dakota is our leading variety, being the hardiest and best bearer.

We grow all other hardy varieties, such as Beta, Suelter and Hungarian.

Grapes produce more fruit for the space they occupy than any other fruit producing plant.

The Pioneer Nursery Co. are introducers of these hardy varieties.

Everybody admires grapes and people of the Northwest would plant them more freely if they could depend upon getting plants that are hardy.

These are absolutely hardy and may be allowed to grow the same as wild Grapes. Pruning increases fruiting. We give directions for pruning which anyone can follow. Plant Grapes and enjoy the unfermented grape juice, jelly and Red wine they produce. We tell you how.

We also grow Concord, Moore's Early, Worden and others, but these must be protected during winter to produce a fair crop.

PLANT GRAPES. Noah did, why not U?

PIONEER NURSERY CO.
New Ulm, Minn.